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Disclaimer
This ebook is intended for private use only. It is not to be sold or reproduced for the purpose of sale. The

purpose of this ebook is to educate and entertain, and possibly add to your bank account (note: I said
possibly). The author/publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with

respect to any loss or damage caused, directly or indirectly, by the information contained herein. It does
not guarantee monetary gain, nor is the author/publisher responsible for any activities which may be

derived from its use. (In other words, when using tools, practice all safety measures.)

If you do not wish to be bound by the above, you may return this ebook to the publisher for a full refund.

Links within this ebook are either to my own products, or products I endorse. I may receive a small
commission should you make a purchase through an affiliate link, at no extra cost to you. My website and

blog are supported through commissions and sales of my products. Plus, if you like what you read you
can show your support by pinning this ebook, sharing on social media, or buy me a coffee.  Thank you for

your continued support.
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Introduction

As the dynamics of the working world changes due to the pandemic, it’s more
commonplace for people to have more than one source of income.

The days of working for one company from entry level to retirement are fading, and the
gig economy is rising. People are realizing no job is secure, as was once believed. With
decisions by the government to shut down entire businesses, those in once-secure
positions were quickly left unemployed.

I have always tried to earn extra money, right from when I was about 12. It started with
babysitting, then cutting grass for neighbours when I was a little older. Then it
progressed to selling my crafts at craft sales and Farmer’s Markets. Fast forward a
couple of decades and I began to look for online opportunities. I still dabbled in offline
side hustles, but found online to have more options; especially living in a rural area.

This ebook is a compilation of blog posts I have written on different side hustles; both
online and off. They have been edited for clarity and to remove the idle chit-chat my
posts generally begin with. They are added in chronological order from when I started
my blog, so you will notice some life changes as the book progresses.

In addition to having links within the ebook, I have a Tools & Resources page on my
website. This page is updated regularly, and more tools and resources will be added as
my business grows. (If you prefer, you can also type the URL into your search bar:
https://takeonlifeafter50.com/tools-resources/.)

Many sources I talk about are in the corresponding posts on my website as well. Each
chapter will feature a different post, which can be searched by title within my website.
The posts will have some links not mentioned in the Tools & Resources page, so please
feel free to peruse my website as well.
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Chapter One

10 Ways to Add to Your Nest Egg

Let's face it; the cost of living keeps increasing while our wages stay the same. This
post will show you how to earn a little extra cash you can squirrel away.

If you're like me, you may be worried about not having enough in your savings to fund
the golden years. Pensions for the average person barely cover living expenses, not to
mention luxuries such as going out occasionally or taking the time to travel.

(Image by SidLitke from Pixabay)

As long as I can remember, I have
always made a little extra cash here
and there when I needed it. That
hasn't changed as I've gotten older,
but the amount I need to earn has
changed. My paycheque barely
covers my share of our household
expenses, so I supplement it with
little side hustles. Below are 10

ways I have been able to earn money over the years, and you can too. Note you will not
find links to survey sites or game sites. These are practical ways to earn, and if you put
in the effort you can earn a lot.

1. Etsy. I have had an Etsy Shop for almost five years. I started it in September
2014, and have sold crocheted items, handspun yarn, dryer balls, printables,
patterns and more.

2. Fiverr. Fiverr is a platform where you can post gigs you'll do for five dollars and
up. I am currently taking a break from the site, but only because summer is here
and I am unable to commit to fulfilling my obligations. I would rather deactivate
my gigs than be unable to deliver them. The site is reputable and they pay on
time.

3. Sellfy. I have been selling digital products on Sellfy for a few years now. Some
things have changed since I began, with the biggest change being it is now
completely up to the seller to generate traffic to their products. The five percent of
the selling price they take as a fee is one of the lowest out there, so the earning
potential is great. I don't earn that type of royalty when I sell a book on Amazon
or Kobo, so sales on Sellfy are always a bonus.
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4. Crafts Sales. If you're a crafty person and enjoy socializing, you can sell your
creations at Farmer's Markets, Craft Sales and Holiday Markets. My personal
experience with sales has been positive, although I'm more of an introvert than
an extrovert. I found having practical items along with some more specialized
items is a good balance. When catering to holiday shoppers, it's always a good
idea to have items in varying price points. Wood workers, fiber artists, painters,
jewellery makers, quilters, etc are always welcome at holiday markets.

5. Pattern Design. I enjoy designing crochet patterns for practical items. If you like
to design patterns of any craft, I highly recommend it. The best part is you just
put the time in once, and can sell as many copies as you wish. I have sold
several copies of a sweater pattern I designed, and it still sells even without
active promotion.

6. Baking. This isn't one I have done much of, especially since food handling
regulations have changed. In my early days of markets, I baked cakes and
cookies and they sold quickly. If you like to bake and would like to supplement
your income, then fresh-baked goods are always good sellers. I do suggest you
check with the rules and regulations concerning selling food items in your area.

7. Clothing Alterations and Repair. If you are one of those people who doesn't
mind hemming jeans or replacing zippers, you could find yourself with a growing
customer base. Back when my children were little, I did hemming and basic
repairs to help pay some bills. I did it to supplement our income, not because I
enjoyed it. I would sooner cut and sew fabric into a quilt than spend hours doing
repairs, but that's just me. Clothing repair is a profitable venture for the right
person.

8. Babysitting. When my children were little, my ex husband said I had to get a job
to help pay the bills. After my paycheques mostly went to the babysitter I had to
hire, I decided to be a Dayhome Provider instead. Not only did I contribute more
to our household income, I was there to raise my own children. I no longer had to
worry about whether or not they were being taken care of properly.

9. Revenue Share Sites. If you like to write, I highly recommend HubPages as a
platform. It was the first platform I submitted my own articles on, and I still earn
from some of the first articles today. Other revenue share sites have come and
gone, but HubPages has been there for several years. They do have a payment
threshold, but there's no reason you can't cash in every month or two. I suggest
tutorials and evergreen articles, as they will earn income over the long term.

10.eBooks. Once again, if you like to write then there's no reason you can't earn an
income from your writing. Whether you're writing fiction or nonfiction, you have
the power to publish your own work and earn royalties. I have self-published all
of my books, and earn a little each and every month. Some months it's cents,
other months it's dollars. If you're interested in taking the nonfiction route, I have
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written a 12 module course to walk you through it from idea to publishing and
beyond.

The above list consists of ways I have (and in some cases, still do) made extra money. I
have tried the survey sites and playing games for points, but there's nothing as reliable
as doing some honest work. Plus, when you create your own product, you have full
control over pricing, distribution and can make any changes necessary. In the case of
babysitting and clothing repair, you choose your own hours and how much you want to
do.

I appreciate the clicks on the links I have provided, although you're under no obligation
to sign up or purchase anything. The links are simply provided so you can get a feel for
what I do, and what some of the sites I deal with offer.

Thanks for reading, and I sincerely hope you have found something valuable in this
post.
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Chapter Two

4 Side Hustles to Earn Extra Cash

What's a side hustle you ask?

Well, it's simply a way to earn money on the side of your regular source of income.

I have had side hustles going ever since I was a teenager. It was a way for me to earn
some spending money while I was still in school, and as I got older it was a way to
supplement the household income to pay bills.

Now that it's just me, I do it to supplement my widow's pension. Plus it gives me some
extra spending money to go on little trips (camping mostly) and set some aside for a
double car garage. (Yes, I'm getting tired of sweeping the snow off my vehicle and not
having enough space for my tools.)

The following side hustles are ones I have personally tried, and am still active in.

Etsy

As an Etsy Seller since 2014, I have earned money from patterns I have designed,
printables I have created, and a variety of tangible items I have made and shipped. I
think my bestseller is my Weaving Sticks, which I no longer make. I do have the
instructions available for how to use them however.

Etsy is perfect for you if you like to be creative, yet don't want to pack up all of your
wares every weekend. Plus, offering digital products (which is what I do now in my
second shop) will earn you money while you sleep. I love waking up to find I have made
a sale while I was sleeping.

How much you earn here is completely dependent on how much time you invest in
product creation, shop updates (which I'm getting better at), and customer service. It's
not a "create the product then leave it" type of deal. You have to let people know what
you have to offer in terms of updates, advertising (optional), and just getting the word
out.

Zazzle

This is something I have only dabbled in. I have added photos to playing cards and
listed them for sale in my first Zazzle Store, and have earned a few dollars over the
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years. Just this week I opened another store under TakeOnLifeAfter50 and now have a
small number of items available.

My new store reflects where I'm at in life, and what I find joy in. I think the John Deere
Mug is a good way to show the farmer in your life how much he (or she) is appreciated.

All you need is some time and good quality photos, and you can be on your way to
earning passive income with your designs. Zazzle takes care of all of the order filling,
shipping, and collecting of payment. You'll be notified when one of your designs has
sold and your royalties will be paid out when you reach the threshold.

HubPages

If you like to write then this is a good place to start. You will be paid a portion of ad
revenue the site earns based on clicks within your articles. I have been writing on
HubPages since 2011-ish, and have reached the payment threshold of $50.00 more
than once.

I haven't put a lot of time into submitting articles in the past few years, but the existing
ones still earn me a little here and there. I update them occasionally, and the editors will
also make slight changes (after first notifying the author) to improve the article. One of
my most read articles is the one I wrote on creating and selling printables online.

I do know some authors make several hundred dollars per month, but that's because
they put in the time to add new articles and are updating what they have. As with
anything, it does take some work but the monetary rewards can be plentiful.

Passive Income Planner Girl

(I am an affiliate of P.I.P.G. and will receive a commission if you purchase through my link.)

Do you dream of making your own digital planner? I want to
share a course with you that I’ve taken personally and loved!
The price is going up and I don’t want you to miss out!

Learn how to make a planner that works for you.

What does it look like to honour your genius and build a
business from it? In Passive Income Planner Girl, you’ll
learn how to turn your zone of genius into a digital planner.
Then use it as a launching pad to a business full of raving
fans, while honouring your desires, your personality, and

your joy every step of the way.
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But what if you don’t know what your zone of genius is right now? That's okay, because
Michelle and Aimee help to draw that out of you.

A note from Michelle:

“A planner is the simplest, easiest way to say “this is what works for me, this is how I
approach my life. Maybe it could work for you too.” You start to look at what makes your
life work and realise “this is important! This deserves to be in a format that other people
can pay money for.”

The problem is, we’re bombarded with messages of how to take care of other people.
It's all about pleasing and serving other people, so we forget ourselves. We are so
disconnected from who we are and what we want. And then we get into business and it
just gets WORSE.

But we believe that staying true to who you are, honouring your zone of genius is THE
most powerful way to build a business. Forget who your audience is. Who are YOU?
Forget what your audience wants. What do YOU want? If you start there, you’ll attract
people who will follow you to the ends of the earth.

This is so much more than a course on how to make a planner. The planner gets
you to take that first step.

We’ll help you embrace that you’ve always had the power to do whatever you
want. Your desires matter. You can honour yourself and when you do, the world
won’t break. In fact, everyone is better off when women put themselves first.

We want to see that happen in your life and business. And Passive Income Planner Girl
is where we can help you start.

We'd love to have you!”

In Conclusion:

Finding the right side hustle for you can take time, but there's nothing wrong with trying
different things. As we grow as people we find we don't always want to do the same
thing for the rest of our lives. What we enjoyed 10 or 20 years ago isn't necessarily what
we're going to enjoy now.

As friends come and go, so do our interests and our desires. Pick a side hustle you are
going to enjoy, not one that claims to make you thousands of dollars while you sleep. If
you do find one that you enjoy AND it makes you thousands while you sleep, kudos to
you!

Copyright © 2022 by Diane Ziomek takeonlifeafter50.com
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Chapter Three

2 Done-for-You Side Hustles

When it comes to side hustles I know how hard it can be to find one that works without
taking a ton of time.

The first one I'm sharing with you today is the Digital Business Startup by Yadsia
Iglesias. It comes with templates, video tutorials, and the option to become an affiliate of
her products (which I have recently done).

The cost is currently $297 (which is what I paid several months ago) but it has
everything you need to get started. The beauty of it is there is also a payment plan
available if you're unable to pay the entire amount at once.

If you're familiar with Canva you'll find this a breeze because of the editable templates.
If you're not, it's easy to learn through her video tutorials. Not only will you learn how to
make digital and printable planners, printables, create ads, and how to sell a planner on
Etsy; you are also granted commercial use of the templates. What this means is you
can edit the templates to make the planners and printables to sell. However, you may
not sell the templates themselves.

I bought the DBS Program several months ago, and have used the templates for my
own products. One of them is my Printable Weekly Planner, which is available in US
Letter Size. It may also be printed 2 pages to a sheet if you prefer a smaller size
planner.

The nice thing about creating printables
and digital planners is once they are listed,
you can earn money while you work your
regular job, sleep, or even while you're on
vacation. How cool is that!

An easy side hustle.

The second one I'm sharing today is
Design and Sell Canva Templates. This
one is also by Yadsia Iglesias, and is
currently listed at $97. (This price may
change at any time.)
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This one is a little different from the first one in that it allows you to create and sell
templates instead of the finished printable/digital products. The benefits to this type is
you can charge a little more because you are giving your customer the commercial
rights to your templates. They in turn can use your templates to create and sell their
own planners and printables. They cannot, however, use your templates to create and
sell their own templates.

Once again, this is a side hustle in which most of the work has been done for you. All
you have to do is edit to suit your needs, make a copy, and sell it on your website or via
Etsy (or whichever platform you choose).

You will, however, need Canva Pro to utilize this particular course. I am a Canva Pro
user, and recently upgraded from paying monthly to an annual membership. It saved me
some money, and I can easily recoup my cost by selling a couple of templates.

In conclusion, when you don't have a lot of time for a side hustle, the two I talked about
in this post are a good option. Work your way through the video tutorials, download the
templates, and edit in Canva. A little work in the beginning can lead to sales for months,
even years, to come.

Copyright © 2022 by Diane Ziomek takeonlifeafter50.com
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Chapter Four

Creating Printables as a Side Hustle

It's hard to believe September is half over. Kids are back in school, and we're once
again faced with restrictions. I'm really hoping life can get back to some sort of normal
soon.

Being unable to go a lot of places has not been all bad, however. I have been able to
work on both of my Etsy Shops and have even made some sales. I know I could do
more in terms of sales, but I've been concentrating more on creating than marketing.

Creating printables for my TOLA50Printables shop has been fun. I have purchased
some templates with PLR Rights, which means I can modify and sell the content; as
long as I export as a PDF.

Using templates with PLR Rights is easier than creating from scratch, but it's not just a
matter of adding your name to the template and calling it yours. You have to take the
time to use your brand's colours, fonts, and content.

What I like about printables is I can spend a few hours creating one, then list it. Once
listed I don't have to worry about filling orders because they're all digital downloads. I
can then take the time not spent filling orders and create more, or work on my pattern
designs and physical products. My eyes get a little buggy from spending too many
hours in front of my computer, so it's nice to have another creative outlet.

Designing crochet patterns has led me to creating printables for crochet artists. I know
which steps are needed when it comes to pattern design, as well as what is needed
when selling those items at a craft fair or online. By utilizing my own knowledge I can
help others who are perhaps just getting started in the crafting business.

The learning curve can sometimes be steep, so creating products to make a small
business get off the ground faster is important to me. I know I made a lot of mistakes
along the way, but without those mistakes I wouldn't be able to help others.

Now that I'm becoming more familiar with Affinity Publisher and utilizing Power Point a
little more, I can take my first Crochet Business printables and revamp them to better
suit my customers. The one I currently have listed in my NotJustAlpacaDesigns Etsy
Shop was designed in Canva but I know I can improve it in Affinity Publisher (maybe).
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I tend to try to make things perfect in the beginning, but I have come to realize the main
thing is to get the products out there. If it's never listed or shown to anyone, how can
improvements be made? Customer feedback is important, and you should always try to
find the positive; even when the customer is less than polite. (I have never had anyone
downright rude, but I have seen it happen to others.)

If you're considering starting a printables business as a side hustle, you have a lot of
options for both products and platforms.

You can create and sell items such as:

● planners
● journals
● cards (birthday, anniversary, sympathy, graduation, wedding, etc.)
● wine labels
● trackers
● charts
● vehicle maintenance logs
● plant care records
● babysitter's list
● petsitter's list
● housesitter's list
● garden planners
● ...and so much more.

There is a bigger variety of printable to create than places to sell them but that doesn't
mean you can't be successful. As mentioned, I'm an Etsy Shop owner and I like the fact
I don't have to spend countless hours putting myself out there. Etsy takes care of the
listings, transactions, and downloads. Its built-in search engine helps point customers in
the direction of your products, provided you have utilized keywords, descriptions, and
tags.

Another way of getting my printables out there is by having them available directly
through my website. I have to admit, I haven't taken full advantage of this feature yet but
have dabbled a little. I do have my latest ebook available via clicking the picture of it.

Another platform for selling digital products is Shopify. I do have to say I'm not familiar
with how the platform works, but a quick Google Search did let me know it does have
options for digital or physical products.

Copyright © 2022 by Diane Ziomek takeonlifeafter50.com
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Amazon is another platform if you're interested in creating ebooks. As an author I have
used it for years to sell my fiction and nonfiction titles, but not for anything that's only a
few pages.

In conclusion, I do have to say Etsy is my first choice for selling printables. It's easy to
upload a file, and adding the description, title, and tags is straightforward. The listing
fees are low which is perfect for anyone on a budget, and the automatic renewal feature
is fantastic.

Now that I'm taking charge of my wellbeing again
(grief can sure kick the crap out of a person) I'm
focusing on the things I want to do, and the things I
enjoy doing. I foresee my experiences playing a
huge part in what I'm capable of doing, and
becoming. And I have these cards to thank for the
positive outlook, no matter how my day begins.

Have you thought about starting a printables
business? If so, what will your first product be?
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Chapter Five

How to Add to Your Product Line Quickly

Fall is here. The leaves are turning quickly, and falling to the ground. It's such a pretty
time of year; both my favourite and least favourite. I'm not excited about winter at all.
What I am excited about is learning how to create products quickly. Read on to find out
more!

I have spent the past couple of weeks getting some yard work done, enjoying the warm
weather as much as possible, and working on designing new planners and printables
for my new Etsy Shop. I am gradually moving some of the printables over from my first
Etsy Shop, as they are more in tune with the new one.

Something I have learned recently is PowerPoint can be used to make planners and
printables just as easily as Affinity Publisher or Canva. If you have Microsoft 365 (or any
MS product) you should have access to PowerPoint as well. I'm taking a course now on
creating products over at Share Your Brilliance entitled Create 30 Products in 30 Days
and it has me spending several hours in the evening at my computer. Between it and
trying to finish up the computer side of our community history book, it's a wonder I get

any sleep at all.

I'm having so much fun with this
one.

In the course mentioned above
D'vorah shows students how to
create colour palettes, streamline a
filing system (so you can access
your products quickly), and
replicate the same planner in
different themes. My first was a

Thanksgiving Planner, which is now in my TOLA50Printables Etsy Shop. I'm happy with
how it turned out, and since Canada and the US celebrate at different times I feel it has
potential for this holiday season.

A little word of advice: follow the instructions for saving your files just how D'vorah
instructs. I thought I could skip a step, and my file DID NOT save like I wanted it to. I
now have a PDF but cannot edit the original because I didn't save it the way I should
have. I'm glad it's done the way I want, and that I created a short video of it for my Etsy
listing before I messed up.
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The bonus to this course is you get a template to work with. It has so many options:
dated, undated, one page per month, two pages per month, weekly pages (at least 3 if I
recall correctly), and a small variety of daily layouts.

I personally prefer to create undated planners as they are evergreen (meaning they can
be used year after year; simply print a new copy when you fill the old one). Plus, they
don't have to be constantly updated, so you can spend your time creating new products
instead of updating old ones. To me that's a win-win.

There will be times you want to use images, or use different pages than what is included
in the templates with the course. Yes, you can find free stock images online but I prefer
to pay for mine. I use Creative Market for the majority of my graphics. One of my recent
purchases has been this Halloween Bundle which I have used to make a card for my
Etsy Shop. With Halloween being just around the corner it's a good time to get some
cards and games listed.

As with any products you create, planning ahead is beneficial; especially when it comes
to holidays. Have you noticed the Halloween and Christmas items in the stores yet? It
seems like summer is barely over before Christmas stock starts making an appearance.
I don't know about you, but I find it showing up earlier and earlier. By the time Christmas
rolls around I've had enough. (I love Christmas but hearing nothing but Christmas music
in every store from the beginning of November gets a little old.)

Okay, back to product creation. If you want to maximize your earnings, start planning
and creating for the holidays at least 2 or 3 months ahead. It takes time for customers to
notice your shop, especially if you're not advertising. Create, list, and utilize Pinterest. If
you have a newsletter be sure to mention the upcoming holidays and link to your
products. I'm the first to admit I'm horrible at pinning, mainly because I get sucked into
the Pinterest Rabbit Hole. It's good karma to pin the content of others more than your
own.

Time to go out and enjoy the warm weather for a little while, then get my butt back in my
chair and do my "homework" from my 30 Products course. I think a walk is in order, and
perhaps take some pictures for my autumn planners.

Have a wonderful day, and let me know what you're working on.
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Chapter Six

5 Offline Side Hustles

I've talked about online side hustles; now it's time to switch over to a few offline ones.

Not all side hustles need to be online. In fact, it's better to have an offline venture or two
going as well. Read through the list below and see if there's one that fits your
personality.

1. Farmer's Market - Pre-COVID had people selling their wares at weekly Farmer's
Markets. Now that life is starting to get back to some sort of normal, communities
are once again allowing the markets. With the holidays coming up it's the perfect
time to sell baking, homemade jams and jellies, handcrafted wood projects,
knit/crocheted items, custom signs, paintings, and so much more. Contact your
local Chamber of Commerce to see what events are happening in your
community, including Craft markets.

2. Bottle Picking - This may seem like a bottom-of-the-barrel hustle to some, but it
can really be quite lucrative. With so much emphasis put on recycling and
cleaning up our environment, there's no shame in doing our part. I have friends
who fund little projects with the money they earn just from taking their quads out
along the highways and backroads. I myself find a few cans occasionally when
going out for a walk. I know if I walked a different stretch of road each time I'd
find a lot more. Just this week I picked up several cans between my house and
my father-in-law's farm, which is less than a quarter mile away.

3. Pet Sitting - If you have a love for animals, this can be a great little side hustle
for you. Pet owners spend thousands of dollars on their pets annually; and that's
not including the day-to-day necessities. Busy people are willing to pay you for
spending time with their pet so they can go on vacation, or just be reassured their
pets won't be bored while they're at work. A bored pet is a destructive pet.

4. House Sitting - Similar to pet sitting, but not as tiring (unless of course there's a
snowstorm). When you go on vacation don't you feel better when you have
someone checking in on your home? You can provide the same service to friends
and neighbours for a small fee. It may mean cleaning the sidewalks, watering the
plants, and just making sure their home looks occupied while they're away. An
unoccupied home is an easy target for criminals.

5. Snow Removal/Lawn Care - This is a side hustle you can do at any time of
year. The tools you need will depend on the season, but chances are it'll be
either a shovel or a lawnmower. You don't need anything fancy or expensive; just
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a strong back (especially when it comes to snow removal) and the desire to help
others. Keep your rates competitive, do a good job, and you'll have repeat
customers no matter the season.

The 5 side hustles mentioned in this post are low-to-no-startup cost, and can easily
bring in a few hundred dollars a month. Your biggest cost will be table rental with the
first side hustle, as you will most likely have the tools needed for the others.

They are also not passive income earners; you will need to do the work in order to get
paid. However, you'll likely meet and make some friends along the way who will tell
others about your services. And, once you have some firsthand experience you can
write your own guide to doing what you do. That in turn will create some passive income
for you, and you can hire a house sitter while you vacation in Hawaii.
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Chapter Seven

Teaching as a Side Hustle

It was summer of 2016 and an online friend told me about a platform she was using to
teach others how to make homemade wine, cheese, and more. Enter Skillshare.

I have always enjoyed teaching others how to do something, but up until that point it
had been in person or through my books and articles. I was both intrigued and terrified
by the thought of teaching online.

After some persuading on her part, I bit the bullet and published a class titled How to
Spin Your Own Yarn. (Update March 2022: this class was unpublished by Skillshare due
to it no longer conforming to their guidelines. I chose not to record a newer version.)

That class still earns me a few dollars a month, and I only had to do the majority of the
work once. Of the 62 months since I first published, there have only been 9 months
where my payments have been $0.00. I don't consider that terrible, since I haven't really
done anything to promote my classes. The majority of the students found my classes
through the platform's search feature.

I only have two classes published at this point, the other being Make Your Own
Weaving Sticks (also unpublished due to the same reason as above). I tried to teach my
Creating and Selling Nonfiction course but was not happy with the format, so left it as a
digital download in my Etsy Shop instead.

Are you a teacher at heart?

Whether you're camera shy or not, teaching others is doable on Skillshare. In fact,
because you do the videos yourself, you can do as many takes as necessary to get it
the way you want it.

The lessons consist of short videos so your students can consume them in bite-size
pieces. There's nothing worse than trying to go back through a video that's an hour long
to find a segment you want to replay. By having several short videos your students can
rewatch a step they may have not understood the first time, or missed because of a
distraction.

Recording the lessons can be done with your phone, a camera, or webcam. I recorded
mine using either a digital camera or my phone; I honestly don't recall which it was now.
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You don't have to have top of the line equipment; as long as it gives you a clear picture
and audio you're set.

Classes can be anywhere from 15 minutes to several hours long. They must be
structured, have an introduction (this is basically where you tell your potential student
what the course is about and what they will learn when they take it), as many lessons as
it takes to teach the subject, and a conclusion.

As I write this I am using a 5+ hour class for a reference. One thing I have noticed is
none of the teacher's lessons are over 20 minutes. The average lesson ranges from 5 to
15 minutes, with more or less time for some of them. His entire class has 31 videos,
which includes the introduction and conclusion.

Skillshare has a wonderful reference section, as well as a teacher handbook. They
explain how to structure your classes, how to optimize the description with keywords,
and how to record and edit. The handbook also covers class promotion, earning

revenue,
building your
channel, and
more.

The Teacher
Handbook is full
of information to
help you record
a great class.
Plus they want
you to succeed.
If you do well,
they do well.

Are you in?

You don't have
to teach classes

about spinning or making weaving sticks like I published; you can teach anything you
wish. From A to Z, any topic you pick, chances are there's a class on it. And if there
isn't, then you can be the first to teach one!

The best part is you can sign up for a free trial and take some classes, set up a teacher
account, and earn some extra cash for as long as your class is published. Like I said
earlier, I have had only 2 classes published for the majority of the past 5 years and I
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earn a few dollars almost every month. If I promoted my classes more, I know my
earnings would be much higher.

It's nice to get the email from PayPal mid-month saying "Skillshare has sent you
$$$.$$." It's one side hustle I really haven't put any time into once the classes were
published. It's almost a set-it-and-forget-it type of deal. However, it's better if you
engage with your students and followers regularly. (I need to practice what I preach in
this regard.)

(Update March 2022: In addition to earning as a teacher Skillshare also has a referral
program, which I still belong to and endorse. I need to brush up on my recording skills
and add another class or two; but don't foresee it being within the next month or two.)
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Chapter Eight

5 Pet Products You Can Make and Sell

The pet industry is growing by leaps and bounds! (See what I did there?)

More and more money is being spent on toys, treats, beds, and even Halloween
costumes...for pets.

If you have a pet of your own I'm sure you can relate. And what better person to make
pet products than a pet owner.

I currently have two dogs in my home, plus two cats. They are great company,
entertainment, and companions. And when I'm having an off day, they pick up on it and
come for extra cuddles.

They can also turn my house upside down when they decide it's play time. Anyone who
knows me personally has seen or heard of the destruction the cats (aka hellions) can
cause. They melted my heart when I saw the picture of them, and I can't imagine life
without them now. I am, however, a little afraid of what's going to happen to my
Christmas tree when I put it up.

This post is going to give you 5 products you can make and sell either online, offline, or
both. And they are just the beginning of what can become a mile-long list if you were to
do some brainstorming.

1. Dog Treats

As pet owners we want what's best for our canine companions.
By making treats with basic ingredients, we know exactly what
goes into them. I have recently made some with pumpkin puree,
peanut butter, oil, eggs, and whole wheat flour. My dogs loved
them!

I am going to try another recipe this week which uses milk, peanut
butter, flour, baking powder, and cinnamon. I think adding some
cheese, bacon bits (not the simulated ones), and even just a
tablespoon of bacon grease will give both recipes doggy-appeal.

My daughter scored the cookies before baking so they were easy
to break.
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Funny story: I went out for the evening the day after we baked these, and while I was
gone my hellions knocked the container of treats on the floor. Cats and dogs ate almost
all of the treats in that container. Luckily I had put the mini ones in separate containers
so they didn't get them.

2. Pet Toys

All pets need to be entertained to some degree, and toys are just one way of doing it. I
find the easiest toys to make are cat toys because all one needs is some yarn, stuffing,
fabric, and a dowel.

Dog toys can also be made with yarn or fabric, such as a water bottle inside a denim
cover. If you're into macrame, a rope toy can be made using thick cotton cord and tight
knots.

Even the birds of the household need toys to keep them busy. These can be made with
untreated wood, which can be easily obtained from your backyard. The key is to make
sure you are using wood from a tree that is safe for birds.

Macrame can come in handy for bird toys too. Medium weight cord, a bell, and a small
mirror purchased at your local Dollar Store will keep birds entertained for hours.

3. Dog Sweaters & Booties

If you live in a cold climate like I do, your puppy of any age probably wears a sweater at
some point. I find the smaller the dog, the greater the need for a sweater.

I have crocheted sweaters for my dog from acrylic yarn, but I do have to say using a
natural fibre is better when it comes to both heat retention and breathability.

When I had alpacas I made coats for the babies using fleece, quilt batting, and cotton
fabric. They worked well to help the littles retain some body heat when it was cold out.
We had a couple born during the winter so keeping them warm was essential.

Booties can be made from yarn, fabric, or even a light leather. The trick is getting the
dogs used to wearing them while they're inside so they're not so inclined to take them
off outside.

4. Blankets & Beds

Crocheters, knitters, and sewers have a lot of options when it comes to making beds
and blankets for dogs, cats, rabbits, and whatever other type of pet you have.
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I have made cat caves and sold a few at a local Christmas Market a few years ago. I
crocheted mine from wool roving I found at a local Thrift Shop, and used a large hook.
The only thing I didn't do was add a cardboard or plastic insert to keep it open. If you're
interested in making cat caves I do suggest cutting a 4 litre ice cream bucket to make
the interior support. This way the cat will be able to crawl inside easily. Otherwise it just
becomes something they lay on top of.

Blankets and beds can be made from recycled denim, cotton, and even worn bed
sheets/quilts. Just cut to size, add some quilt batting or stuffing, and voila!

5. Cat Trees

If you have access to used carpet (or scraps of new), scrap pieces of untreated wood,
and a heavy duty staple gun you have a good portion of what is needed for cat trees.

I bought one from Amazon earlier this year for my two hellions and it is covered with
something similar to minky fabric. I do have to say, carpet is definitely the better way to
go. The one my ex-husband made for my cat 3 decades ago was by far sturdier than
the one I have now; and it was 7' tall. And not once did she tip it over. (The one I bought
has been tipped over twice, and is now being held down by an antique sewing
machine.)

A cat tree is a wonderful playground and place to relax for your kitties, depending on
how they feel. Mine will play on it, then go to their favourite spots on it and nap: Mickey
either in or on the cave part, and Merlot on the very top. They both no longer fit in the
same spot at the same time.

Conclusion

I haven't gone into great detail about how to make any of the above products, simply
because this post would have been eBook size. There are resources available online
(just don't get sucked into the Pinterest Rabbit Hole) on how to make treats, sweaters,
cat caves and more.

All of the above can be sold either online or offline. I would suggest local markets and/or
pet stores first, especially when it comes to the cat trees. The shipping alone will be
expensive, even if you can package it in pieces with assembly instructions.

Have you considered pet products as a side hustle? If so, which will you start with?
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Chapter Nine

3 Products You Can Make and Sell

Finding products to make that won't break the bank in postage can be a challenge. This
post not only gives you the products, it also gives you the instructions on how to do
them.

1. Dry Erase Sheets

Are you a list-maker, or do you have family chore charts that you fill out each week? Are
those lists and charts tossed when complete?

If you answered yes to either of those questions, chances are you already have a good
idea that there's a fair amount of wasted paper. And if you're tossing a lot of paper in the
trash, then so are others who have the lists and charts like you.

Sure, you can go to a stationery store and buy a whiteboard, but they are rarely tailored
to your needs. It's easy to make your own, and they can be as plain or pretty as you
please.

This is a nice way to share your designs with others, plus earn a little side income as
well. If you already make printables, this is the perfect addition to what you're already
creating. The only difference is this is a tangible product you will have to mail to your
customer.

What you'll need:

● Paper
● Printer
● Laminator (or access to one) and laminating sheets
● Magnet strips or dots (optional)
● Hole punch (optional)
● Ribbon or thin cord (optional)
● Dry erase markers (optional)
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Directions:

1. Print out your design of choice. You could offer customized charts, lists, trackers,
etc., or have basic designs. It's entirely up to you.

2. Laminate the sheet and add a magnetic strip or dots.
3. Or, punch holes in the top corners and tie a thin cord or ribbon to it so it can be

hung on a wall or door.
4. When listing your item you can give your customer options in size, hanging

method, and whether or not they want a marker included. Do keep in mind that
shipping with a marker in the package will be more expensive as it will be heavier
and thicker.

It's up to you whether you want to offer customized/personalized sheets. Keep in mind if
you do, it's a little extra work on your end but that service can set you apart from the
competition.

Be sure to specify the thickness of your product in your listing so customers are well
aware they are not getting an actual "board". These sheets will only be as thick as the
paper you use plus the thickness of the laminating sheets.

2. Blank Notebooks/Journals

If you have an artistic hand you can hand draw designs and pictures on the front cover
of a blank, lined, or dot grid notebook. I have ordered my spiral dot grid notebooks from
Amazon and am happy with the quality.

The neat thing about them is the firm clear plastic cover. This enables me to design my
own title page and have it protected. Plus the cover is thick enough to act as a firm
writing surface.

These are just under an inch (2.5 cm) thick so shouldn't be too expensive to ship. My
advice is to package one and take it to your local post office so you know what shipping
will be to your selected countries. When I ship physical items, I generally only ship
within Canada. I know that cuts into my customer base, but I have been burned on
shipping more than once (because I didn't do my homework).

If you want to take it one step further, you could include weekly and daily layouts that
your customer can replicate within the book as they choose. Remember this will take
more time and you should adjust your pricing accordingly.

Or, if you're really creative and have a flair for bookmaking, you could make your own
saddle-stitched notebooks. These would truly be one-of-a-kind, and you could
customize as much or as little as you like.
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3. Cards

Cardmaking is a lucrative business.

You can choose to offer handmade cards with the ribbons, cutouts, washi tape, and
handwritten verses; or computer designed and printed on cardstock. Or you can offer
both.

Cards are light and do not cost much to mail to your customers. Packaging so they are
not bent in transit is essential, because the last thing you want is an unhappy customer.

You can offer customers cards for all occasions, or you can niche down to a select few.
If you're offering computer-designed cards you can give the customer the option of
purchasing a digital file, or you can send them a printed copy at a higher price.

I love receiving handmade cards, and I can appreciate the work that goes into them.
There are papers of all colours, punches, stickers, adhesive dots, ribbons, rubber
stamps, embellishments, etc. to make any type of cards and envelopes you desire.

I have a friend who will sit down and make several cards at once, and she always has a
variety to choose from when she (or someone else) needs a card for a special occasion.
She has streamlined her process so she isn't making each card from start to finish one
at a time. Her cutting, stamping, and embellishing is done while she has all of her tools
out.

This cuts down on her time to make each card, plus she can make several the same but
different if she so chooses. It's easier to make several
Christmas cards at a time than to make one Christmas,
one birthday, one wedding, one sympathy, etc.

I have only ever made cards for family and friends, but I
have been the recipient of her cards on more than one
occasion and am envious of her talent.

(This is a card I bought from an Etsy Shop when I needed one.
I printed it at home, and even though my printer was having
some colour issues I think it still turned out pretty good.)

Pricing

When it comes to pricing your work, my first suggestion is
to do a search on Etsy to see what others are charging for
like-products.
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Next be sure to calculate the cost of your materials plus the time it took to make the
item start to finish. As you make more of the same item you will be more efficient, but if
the price point is working, don't sell yourself short by lowering your price.

And if you got your materials on sale, do not lower the price of your products to reflect
your lower cost. The reason for this is because next time you may have to pay full price
for materials. Having your prices yo-yo is not good business. Staying consistent is best.

Conclusion

As you can see, it doesn't take a big item to make a difference. I will be adding more
printable cards to my TOLA50Printables Shop in the upcoming weeks for a variety of
occasions.

I hope you are able to utilize one or all of the ideas in this post. Let me know what
worked for you, or what didn't.
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Chapter Ten

3 Ways to Make Money with Bodycare Products

Dry skin. Chapped lips. Brittle hair. Read on to see how you can alleviate these
problems for yourself and others.

Winter is setting in whether we're ready for it or not. I think the hardest part for me is the
minus 40 temperatures that are inevitable. It's a good time of year to not have to drive to
a job in town.

I have been working on my Etsy Shops, recorded and published the second episode of
my podcast, and spent some time making homemade lip balm.

A couple weeks ago I ordered some shea butter, cocoa butter, almond oil, beeswax
pellets, lip balm tubes, and two ounce screw-top tins. I have a case full of essential oils
so I am working on trying out a few recipes to see what works and what doesn't.

I'm making the balms and salves for my own use, plus to give to family and friends. I
had considered making it to sell but in all honesty, it doesn't go with either of my Etsy
shops. I do, however, plan on adding some printable labels to TOLA50Printables for
those who do make and sell bodycare products.

Now that brings me to how money can be made with bodycare products.

1. Make products to sell.

The most common way to earn money with bodycare products is to make and sell them.
With so many products on the market made in who-knows-where, it's nice to know
exactly what's going into the lip balms and lotions.

Many people are wanting to take a step away from the commercially produced,
chemical-filled soap, shampoo, lotion, etc. By making some high end products with
simple ingredients you could potentially have an in within the health and wellness
industry.

The nice thing is it really doesn't take a lot to get started. I spent less than $100.00 on
the supplies listed above, and most likely could have started with less. I'm sure I didn't
need 50 lip balm tubes or 48 screw-top tins, but when I ordered them I was still
undecided as to what I was going to do.
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There are a LOT of recipes available online and in books, but don't be afraid to test and
tweak. I have made a "medicated" pain relief salve using infused shea butter, but found
it to be too hard. I remelted the salve and added a little almond oil, so I will be trying it to
see if it's easier to apply. Well, the applying wasn't the hard part; getting it out of the jar
was.

The lip balm I made was a 1:1:1 ratio, plus a drop of food grade essential oil for flavour.
I do think another drop or two of oil would have been okay, as there is a hint of
cinnamon but it's definitely far from overpowering.

One thing I did learn while making the lip balm: have everything ready and work fast
when filling the tubes. I was surprised at how quickly the mix cooled as soon as I started
to pour it. The jar I mixed the ingredients in was almost too hot to hold with my bare
hands, but it did not take long for the mix to cool.

I am a Young Living Distributor and have access to the best essential oils available. I
use them regularly in my diffuser, in my cooking (food grade ones), and even for
cleaning. There are some recipes in the catalog I want to try, especially the pain relief
topicals.

Last winter when I was achy I would run a hot bath and add lavender and spearmint to
Epson Salts, then soak for 15 - 20 minutes. It helped with the achiness plus my
bathroom and bedroom smelled really good afterwards too.

Some things you can make are:

● lip balm
● pain relief cream
● bath bombs
● shampoo
● hair conditioner
● hand lotion
● body lotion
● soap
● sugar scrub
● body wash
● shaving cream
● body butter
● shower bombs
● deodorant
● toothpaste
● bath salts
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● ...and more.

There's really no limit to what can be made with a few simple ingredients, some
essential oils, and some creativity. And for those of you who like to dabble in cannabis,

it can be added to topical bodycare products too.

2. Recipe Book

This is more the avenue I'm interested in taking. As I
try different recipes and tweak them, I'll be compiling
an ebook. I personally do not want to have a lot of
product on hand, so will just make enough for family
and friends...plus possibly a local shop that is stocked
with locally produced products.

I do not want to be worried about shipping products,
or carrying an inventory. Plus I don't want to have to
worry about having products that will expire. Keep in
mind that when chemicals aren't used the product will
go bad faster.

I do know some can be kept cold or frozen to extend its shelf life, but when one lives in
a rural area a steady stream of local customers is a little harder to come by than in an
urban area.

Plus, writing is right up my alley. I love to do research, trial and error, then put it all
together into an ebook to help others. And as with my crochet patterns, my customers
can make and sell the items I design/create.

The benefit to this method is the ebook only has to be written once, and I can sell it over
and over again. It's more of a passive income route than the active income that making
and selling the products requires.

3. Teach a Class

With all of the options available online, teaching has become easier and easier.

I enjoy teaching others, but more through the written word. I know not everyone is like
me, and platforms such as Skillshare and Teachable can be lucrative if utilized.

Whether you decide to make lip balm, body scrub, lotion, or bath bombs, showing
someone else how to do it step-by-step can benefit your bank balance. You can choose
one product, or do a series of products.
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When you're teaching others how to make the products, you're also teaching them how
to support themselves. Your class will be a combination of video lessons and handouts,
which will ultimately do one of two things: help others create and build a bodycare
business, or it won't.

In Conclusion

You cannot control what your students do with your information once they have it. Some
will be excited about it and follow your recipes and advice; and they will be the ones
who thrive. Others will perhaps take the class and not do anything with what they have
learned. That is not a reflection on you as a teacher. Some people are just like that.

One thing I do have to emphasize: no matter what you do, don't ever promise your
students they will earn X amount of dollars by taking your class (or reading your book).
The materials you provide are for informational purposes only, and earnings are never
guaranteed. It is up to the individual to make that happen; not you.

Have you or do you make bodycare products?
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Chapter Eleven

Turning Your Hobby Into a Side Hustle

In this post I’m going to give you 3 hobby examples, and how you can turn them into
some extra cash. Keep in mind these are suggestions, and the amount of money you
make is entirely up to you. Remember though, implementation is the key factor no
matter which route you take.

#1. For the Gardener

Many people, myself included, love to garden. It’s relaxing, is a good form of exercise,
and is a provider of healthy snacks.

● Market Garden. If you love to plant but find yourself with an abundance of
produce during the growing season, selling your excess at a local Farmer’s
Market or even at your farm gate is an option. Plant things such as carrots,
cucumbers, radishes, cabbage, beans, peas, potatoes, lettuce, spinach, beets,
etc and you will have a good customer base.

● Word of mouth is probably the best type of advertising, as are posters put up in
your local community. If you’re active on social media you can post updates when
you’re at a market or let others know how to contact you if they would like to buy.

● You will need access to at least an acre of land, depending on how much you
want to plant. This is an ideal side hustle for farmers or acreage owners, simply
because of the amount of space needed.

● U-pick garden. Similar to a market garden, except your customers come to you
and pick their own produce. U-pick’s are generally for fruit such as strawberries,
raspberries, saskatoons, and apples. Your location will determine the types of
fruits and vegetables you plant, as well as the amount of traffic you’ll get. A
u-pick along a frequently used roadway will do better than one that’s off the
beaten path.

● Greenhouse. If you love to plant and tend to seedlings, then this is an ideal
venture. A lot of seedlings can be grown in a backyard greenhouse that’s as
small as 8’ X 10’. Access to water, and electricity for fans and heaters is
beneficial. Depending on where you live, you could easily need the heater at
night, and a fan during the day to cool down the greenhouse.

● This is where you can experiment with flower varieties, vegetables, fruits, and
even houseplants. Unlike the Market Garden and U-Pick, this is a gardening side
hustle that you can do from your urban backyard.
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If you have a green thumb and enjoy getting your hands dirty, gardening may just be
what earns you some vacation money.

#2. For the Fibre Artist

This is one of my favourite pastimes. I love to crochet, spin my own yarn, and design
new patterns for practical things. I have been crocheting since I was 8 or 9, and have
made dozens, if not hundreds, of items over the years. I have earned thousands of
dollars over the years by selling my items, designing and selling patterns, and by
teaching others via Skillshare.

● Sell ready made items. This avenue is perfect for craft sales, farmer’s markets,
an Etsy shop, or even your own website. It’s the one I have pursued over the
years, mainly around the holidays. It’s perfect for those of you who like to make
the items, even though you don’t need them.

● In addition to selling ready-made, you could also do custom orders. That way you
won’t be filling up closets with items you might sell. Rather, you’ll be making the
item for a customer after they have paid you for it.

● Design patterns. If you like to design patterns for clothing, practical household
items, or even toys, this could be for you. I have designed crochet patterns for
placemats, clothing, and other household items. One of my best-selling patterns
is for a lingerie bag, which is made from cotton yarn and can be used for lingerie,
reusable make-up pads, or even doll clothes.

● Teach others. If you’re good at a craft why not teach others what you know? Not
only does it help someone else learn a new skill, it also gives you an additional
stream of income. You can either teach one-on-one, have a small class, or record
your lessons and upload to a platform such as Skillshare. I have made a few
hundred dollars doing the latter over the years, and with only two short classes.

No matter what form of the fiber arts you pursue, there is money to be made. And since
the entire world has had to spend more time at home, more people are utilizing the time
to learn something new, or they’re shopping online. Why not try your hand at selling
directly to customers, designing and making the patterns digital downloads. Or teaching
via Skillshare, Teachable, or even your own YouTube Channel. No matter which format
you choose, your earnings could be enough to buy that new RV or a lakeside cabin.

#3. For the Artist.

Anyone with some artistic ability can cash in on their talent. The invention of PNG and
high resolution printers and scanners has made it so much easier for artists to share
their work with the world.
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● Drawing. If you’re good with a pencil and paper, you can sell your art on sites
like Etsy, or make it available for commercial use via sites like Creative Market.
You can sell your drawings as PDF files for wall art, or JPEG or PNG files that
other creators can use in their planners, calendars, journals, colouring books,
and so forth. I myself have purchased commercial rights graphics from designers
on Creative Market.

● The beauty here is you can design, draw, upload, set your price, and it then
becomes a form of passive income. I’m trying to convince my daughter to take
this route, as her artistic talents could easily supplement her maternity leave in a
couple of months.

● Painting. Whether you paint portraits, abstract, or landscape, you can sell your
art online, do custom orders, or consign it to galleries. Or you can scan your
finished paintings and make them available as digital downloads customers can
purchase via Etsy or another digital products platform. If you have your own
website you can sell directly from there.

● Making your paintings into greeting cards could also prove to be quite lucrative.
No matter what you decide, be sure to sign your works of art. You could become
a famous artist one day.

When it comes to creating, do what works best for you. If being put under pressure
stifles your creativity, don’t commission portraits or other custom work. If a timeline fuels
the fire, by all means, run with it. Either way, your artistic talent could fund a trip to
Rome, Paris, or wherever you want to go.

Conclusion

This post has only touched on a few ways on how to turn your hobby into a side hustle.
And I haven’t even talked about the financial side of it, aside from giving you ideas on
what you could do with your side hustle earnings. I am not here to tell you where to
invest, or how to spend your earnings. I’m here to help you find little ways to add to your
bank account, or the coffee can under your bed.

I’m also here to tell you to keep it fun. If it is no longer enjoyable, then it is no longer a
hobby. It becomes a chore, and we all dislike chores I’m sure. Keep it fun for you, and
don’t let it interfere with your family time. I’m the first to admit when I start something
new I eat, sleep, and breathe it. As I get older I am learning to prioritize and take a step
back from spending every waking minute on one thing.

Remember, it’s a hobby. If you want to turn it into a full time thing, that’s entirely up to
you. But based on personal experience, take it one step at a time. There’s nothing
worse than burning yourself out doing something that once gave you joy.
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Chapter Twelve

Starting a Printables Side Hustle, and Why Etsy is a Good Place to Start

There are so many options when it comes to printables it's hard to fit it all into a single
post. In September I talked about printables as a side hustle, but didn't focus completely
on Etsy. Below is the transcript/shownotes (with links added) of this week's podcast,
which focuses more on why Etsy is a good place to start a printables business.

First of all, what is a printable?

A printable is any document, page, planner, or card that the customer can print from
your supplied file on their home computer. The variety of printables that can be created
is only limited by your imagination. Some types are calendars dated and undated
planners, also dated and undated notepads greeting cards to do lists, flash cards,
business cards, address labels, stationery, recipe cards, activity books, coloring books,
journals, chore charts, habit trackers, checklists, and more. You create the document on
your computer and export it as a PDF. That way you can send the file to the customer or
have it available for them to download as soon as payment is received.

There are two types of printables and the type you offer is entirely up to you. First,
there's a ready-made one. What this means is everyone who orders it will get the same
thing. This type can be uploaded to the platform and the customer has instant access to
it as soon as they've completed their payment.

Second, there's a customizable one. This one has the basic layout the same, but details
are requested and you can edit the main file before sending it to your customer. This is
great for baby showers, bridal showers, birth announcements, wedding invitations, and
so on. Now, you don't necessarily have to choose one or the other, you can combine
them.

How are printables created?

Printables can be created using any software that supports text, graphics, or both. I've
used Canva, PowerPoint, MS Word, Google Docs, and Affinity Publisher. I've also made
greeting cards then scanned  them so the design itself can be printed. This way I can
sell the cards as printables yet they're of my own design. This is an aspect I've only just
begun so I really don't have any facts or figures of my own to see how well it does or
doesn't work.
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If you even have basic knowledge of using any word processing program, you can
create a printable. I've created some using text alone and others where I have inserted
tables, photos, and even order forms. With the software that comes with computers it's
easy to create simple or more detailed documents, calendars, and other forms. And if
you're not quite sure how to do it, there are thousands of tutorials online. I have enrolled
in classes so I can learn how to design in Affinity Publisher, Canva, and PowerPoint. I
found a lot of value in the paid classes but there are some great free tutorials online as
well.

My top three recommended courses are:

Planner Girl by Secret OWL Society. This is one of my favorites because it teaches how
to find your zone of genius, and plus how to make printable and digital planners using
editable templates.

Yadsia Iglesias Media LLC. She teaches how to make planners using Canva. Plus, she
also includes editable templates. I've mixed and matched some of her templates and
have come up with some pretty neat planners.

Share Your Brilliance with Dvorah Lansky. This is the one where I learned so much
about PowerPoint. I honestly had no idea I could change the layout and create such
awesome things. I used PowerPoint to make slideshows when I worked at the library for
the electronic bulletin board, but using it for planners was a new concept for me. It has
become my go to when designing new planners and other printables.

You're also going to need clipart and or fonts for your printables at some point as well. If
you're also an artist, you can utilize your skills and create your own clipart. But if you're
anything like me, you may prefer to buy it. I buy mine from Creative Market and
purchase a commercial license. This enables me to sell up to 5000 copies of whatever I
use a particular design in. There's also an extended commercial license that allows for
an unlimited number of sales. But if you're just starting out I would stick with a
commercial license. If you have to upgrade it later you can.

A little side note on Creative Market: If you design your own clipart, fonts, wallpaper, etc.
you can also become a seller there. I'm not quite brave enough to attempt to do any of
that end of it yet but maybe one day. My drawing is gradually getting a little better.

Next, why Etsy is a good place to start with your printables.

Now that I've covered what printables are, what you can use to design them and where
to get your clipart it's time to talk about Etsy. You may hear contradicting information, but
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I do have to say it has been a good place for me to sell my printables and other items.
Before I get too far in though, I will say this. It's like any other business, you have to put
in the work. Just because you have opened an Etsy shop, it doesn't mean everyone is
going to flock to it the first day.

Etsy already has a customer base, so as a shopper all you have to do is key in what
you're looking for. Whether it's patterns, yarn, bodycare, products, clothing, home decor,
cards, planners, printables, or what have you, you're sure to find it on Etsy. Anything
crafty, vintage or even brand name items are there.

As a seller, using tags and keywords will help bring the customer to you. Giving as
much information about the product that you can is important. The less questions the
shopper has by the time they're finished reading your description, the better. If they
don't have to look too far and if it's made easy, chances are they're going to become
your customer. They'll want to know what the item is, who it's meant for, the size of it,
what it's made from, in the case of physical products, and what it includes. As a
printable seller, you'll want to have as many listing photos as possible showing the
finished item and use. Plus a video is an asset if your list in your listing as well. I've used
PowerPoint to make a video of my planner pages with success. One note here though, I
highly recommend making a file of single pages to flip through. Some of my planners
have several repeats of the same page and it just does not transfer over into the video
well. In this case, less is definitely more.

Now as I've said Etsy is a good starting point. It doesn't mean that you have to stay
exclusively on Etsy. However, when I took the Create 30 Products in 30 Days by Dvorah
Lansky from Share Your Brilliance, I didn't realize she also has an Etsy shop. Her
products are available on Etsy plus on her website. I think that's good planning on her
part because if someone is on her site, they can buy directly from her. If they're on Etsy
and find her shop, they'll be able to buy her products there as well. And the best part for
her is the Etsy shoppers quite often enroll in her classes.

Now, back to doing your work. You're going to have to let people know you have an Etsy
shop just like you let them know if you had a brick and mortar business. Just because
it's open, it doesn't mean you're going to get sales the first day. It could take weeks or
even months. I'm not saying that to discourage you, I'm just letting you know it's a
possibility. With the large number of Etsy shops available, you have to let others know
you have one too. I opened my second shop in September of 2021 and it was several
weeks before I got my first sale. Aside from some advertised listings and mentions in
the occasional blog post, I haven't really put a lot of time into promoting it. So really, I
can't complain about only having a few sales because I have no one to blame but
myself.
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I have read about people saying Etsy is a scam, that it doesn't help shop owners get
sales, yada, yada, yada. I have had my first shop since September 2014, and not once
have I blamed Etsy for not getting sales. It's all on me if I don't. I do have to say though,
2022 started out great because I had a few sales on New Year's Day. I can't complain.

Something else I need to add here and that's shop maintenance. You can't just add a
few listings and forget about it. You need to utilize your shop settings. You need to
update your shop announcement regularly. And I'm terrible because if I see a shop that
doesn't have an announcement or it's years old, I'm more than likely not going to make
a purchase. I don't know if they're still active, if I'm going to get what to order, or if they
will even answer my messages. Keep up on the shop announcements. And as I say
this, once again, I need to practice what I preach. Time to check both of mine again.

It's also a good idea to regularly tweak product descriptions, play with keywords, peruse
other shops to see what's working for them and update photos. I recently updated a
couple of listing photos in my Not Just Alpaca Designs shop because the existing one
wasn't flattering at all. You wouldn't let a brick and mortar store get stagnant so the
same should apply to your Etsy shop.

I think Etsy is a good place to start with any business but if you want to make your own
name, then branching out on your own is necessary. For me I'm content with remaining
an Etsy seller because I know the shoppers are there. I also know that if I continue to
tweak my listings and my shop, plus add new listings, my sales will increase over time.
As a side hustle, it's perfect for me because I'm not ready to devote all my time to a
printables business. You decide what's going to work best for you. It really is just a
matter of personal choice. And for me, the best part of a printables business is I don't
have to ship products away because my customers have instant access as soon as
payment is cleared. I can go about my day doing what I enjoy while making a little extra
cash on the side.
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Chapter Thirteen

Creating and Selling Greeting Cards as a Side Hustle

Greeting cards are bought every day of the year, with some occasions selling hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of cards over a matter of a day or two. Now wouldn't you
like to have a piece of that pie?

In this post I'm going to talk about card making as a side hustle. You can either make
ready to ship cards or design cards using graphics software and delivered to your
customers via a platform such as Etsy, or via your own website or offer both. Not
everyone has access to a printer and may want a handmade card for that special
someone. Stay tuned to the end where I'll give you another side hustle you can start as
well.

I remember when I started scrapbooking. I went to a Creative Memories class with my
sisters and I had such a hard time cutting my pictures. Once I got it through my head
that it was okay to cut them I was able to create some fun pages. One of my favourite
layouts is of a trip to a petting zoo over 20 years ago. I took my kids, my niece, and my
mom and we had a blast. I got some amazing pictures and created the scrapbook
pages while the outing was still fresh in my mind.

Now, what does scrapbooking have to do with card making you may be wondering.

First of all, if you're a scrapbooker you already have a lot of the supplies needed for
making cards. You'll have cutters, adhesive, stickers, cardstock in a variety of colours,
paper punches, washi tape, and more.

If you're not a scrapbooker that's okay too. You can get started with your card making
adventure for less than $50. All you're really going to need is some cardstock in a
variety of colours, some good paper cutting scissors, (which you most likely already
have), a ruler, markers and some stencils. (Once again, something you probably
already have.) If you have a steady hand you can even forego the stencils and write the
message freehand.

You can finally put the boxes of pencil crayons and geometry sets to use that are left
over from kids' school days. I'm sure I'm not the only one whose kids had to have new
sets every year. Even though the one from the previous year was just fine. I swear I
have at least a half dozen geometry sets in my house. I recently dumped a bunch of
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pencil boxes into a large freezer bag so I am also set for crayons for the rest of my life
I'm sure.

If you find you're enjoying the card making process you can invest in some additional
materials such as a good paper cutter, an envelope maker, pop dot adhesives,
embossing tools, glitter glue, calligraphy pens, and the list goes on. There are
thousands of items you can use for making cards. A quick search on Amazon will show
you just how big a variety there is, or even walk through the papercraft selection of your
local Michaels or your craft store. Most dollar stores also have a fairly decent selection
of paper, paper glue, embellishments, and so forth.

Now that I've covered some supplies, it's time to decide on what types of cards you'll
make. You have several options here depending on how much time you have or want to
spend on making cards.

First of all, there's the holidays and celebrations. You might decide you want to only
be busy a few times a year so you concentrate on Christmas, Easter, Valentine's Day,
St. Patrick's Day, Canada Day (for us Canadians), Fourth of July (for our southern
neighbours), Halloween, Mother's Day and Father's Day.

You can pick and choose whichever holiday or celebration you want to make cards for. If
you personally don't celebrate Christmas, then it really doesn't make sense to do
something you don't have an interest in.

Second are the special occasions. Birthdays, graduations, weddings, bridal showers,
baby showers, baptisms. The list goes on and on. You can pick and choose here too,
because there are so many options.

Third, there's the everyday cards. The sympathy cards, get well soon, thinking of you,
welcome to the neighbourhood...you get the picture. If you're not sure of all the reasons
people buy cards, just go to your local pharmacy or department store and peruse the
card selection, make notes, get ideas, and then go home and start with one type. It can
be whatever you like because as a card maker, you have the flexibility and the creativity
to do as you wish.

Did I mention greeting cards are a multimillion dollar industry?

Valentine's Day and Mother's Day are probably the two most profitable occasions for
card makers. If you make cards, then there's a pretty good chance you'll sell some
when these two dates come around. Add in a few other occasions, and you can keep
busy all year round if you so choose.
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But what if I don't want to spend hours making cards that no one may buy you ask. In
that case, you can do one of two things.

A, you can make the card after your customer orders it or, B, you can create printable
cards. With printable cards you design the card on your computer using clipart, fonts,
and even photos (which you must have the rights to). You then export it as a PDF which
a customer can print at home or take to a local print shop. This method works well if you
don't want to create ready to ship cards or even as a sideline to handmade cards. You
pick the occasion, design the card, then list and upload the digital file to a platform such
as Etsy, Shopify or even to your own website.

When it comes to cards, I'm for Etsy all the way. I like it for ideas and inspiration plus the
customer base is already there. That doesn't mean you can't list your cards elsewhere.
But if you're just starting out, it's an ideal platform. When designing digital cards, be sure
to make the file in the finished size for ease of printing. Use a 300 dpi (or dots per inch)
setting for the best quality and include instructions on how to print the cards in a
separate download for your customer. You may choose to indicate cut and fold lines
which I highly recommend. You should also indicate whether the card is best suited for
cardstock or photo paper.

I have printable word search Valentine cards in my TOLA50Printables Etsy shop, which
I have included files for in three sizes. That way my customer can choose whichever
size works best and print accordingly. And because the words are everyday vocabulary,
the smaller sizes also work great for class parties.

The benefit to digital downloads is your customer can purchase, download and print the
card all within a few minutes. I have found this to be a necessity at times simply
because I live in a rural area and I don't have access to the card aisle at the pharmacy
24/7. When I shop on Etsy, I do have access 24/7. I can print my purchase at 3 AM if I
so choose, and I have done that.

Granted, the cards aren't three dimensional, sparkly or handmade, but it's the next best
thing when you need a card right away. Plus, you can add your own embellishments if
you so choose.

You're also going to have to come up with pricing your cards. When mailing physical
cards I suggest no more than $10 each, which should include shipping. Browse Etsy to
see what others are charging and what they charge for shipping. Remember to look at
listings shipped from your country, as all pricing and shipping is not created equal. With
digital files the price can be less but don't sell yourself short. It takes time to create
digital products too and your pricing should reflect that your time is worth something.
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Now for a little bonus.

If you decide making cards is something that you are interested in you can use the
same skills and materials to create customizable invitations. I personally wouldn't
suggest committing to creating 100 handmade wedding invitations, but it's a service you
could provide on a smaller scale for perhaps a baby shower, or birthday party. This is
where the digital files would come in handy because your customer could take them to a
local print shop and have them done much quicker than if they ordered from a specialty
shop.

If taking the invitation route, you'll collect the information required from your customer,
edit your invitation template, and deliver the file via email. Be sure to specify in your
listing that they will not receive the file as soon as payment is processed as it takes time
to key in their information. Encourage them to review the file when they receive it to be
sure there aren't any errors before they have it printed. Even the most careful typist can
end up with a typo, which is often, in this day and age, related to autocorrect.

I recently designed and printed baby shower invitations which will be going out in the
mail within the next couple of days. I will be listing them in my Etsy shop but not until
mid to late February as the ones printed are for my daughter's baby shower. And I really
can't have family and friends seeing them on Etsy before they arrive in their mailbox
now can I?

As I wrap this up, I want to say this. It doesn't matter what your skill level, whether you
do physical or digital cards and/or invitations, or which platform you use. The point is to
have fun with it. You'll get better and faster as you go along, and the ideas will naturally
start coming to you. Use those cards you see online for inspiration, but don't copy
someone else's work exactly.

When it comes to pricing, stay competitive no matter how fast you get. Undercutting
other creators hurts everyone. In the end, you're a creator, and your time is worth
something. If you want to make a profit, you can't be selling your cards for $1 apiece.

Afterthoughts:

1. You can use photos in your cards and invitations, as long as you have permission
(in the case of customized items). If you took the photos, then you have the right
to distribute as you see fit. Something like this would be ideal for birth
announcements or family Christmas cards.
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2. If you're serious about card making and want to invest in some specialized
equipment, a Cricut would soon pay for itself. If you already have one, you know
the possibilities are endless with it. I've been wanting one since I worked at the
library and used it there. It's now on my Amazon Wish List, along with some other
accessories. I do have an older style but its design and cutting capabilities aren't
near what the new ones are. (Cartridges and a 6" mat.) (Update at time of
compiling this ebook: my new Cricut Maker now has a home on my desk.)

3. Have a storage system for your supplies. Clear plastic totes with lids are great for
stacking items such as washi tape, scissors, punches, adhesives, and more. I
suggest the hinged lid 12" X 12" for your 12" sheets of cardstock.

Let me know your thoughts on card making. Do you foresee it as something you might
try?
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Chapter Fourteen

Writing Ebooks and Publishing on KDP, Kobo, and other Platforms

In a previous post I talked a bit about self-publishing and what to watch for. Now I’m
going to go a little deeper into self-publishing, and concentrate on ebooks and Kindle,
Kobo, and other platforms.

To start with, it doesn’t matter what genre you choose. Ebooks can be formatted for
pretty much any type of book, be it fiction or nonfiction. With the advances in technology
and graphics, even graphic novels are readily available as ebooks.

As an independent author I have spent a fair amount of time at my computer searching
for the best place to publish. As I have searched, I realized something: one platform
isn’t necessarily better than any other. Yes, some pay more royalties than others, but do
you want to be exclusive to only one platform?

First, let’s talk about book length.

When it comes to ebooks, there’s no set length. As a writer though, it’s your job to
provide your reader with all of the necessary information they need to get from Point A
to Point B. In the case of nonfiction, for example, if you’re writing a book on how to grow
a container garden you’ll want to cover everything from suitable containers to soil to
lighting. Plus you’ll want to provide a list of plants that are suitable for containers.

With better graphics programs and faster internet speeds, ebooks include more pictures
than even 5 years ago. That in itself opens up more options for writers. If including
photos you won’t need a super high resolution, which will cut down on downloading time
of your book on a reader’s device.

When it comes to fiction, you have more options. You can publish anywhere from a few
thousand words to tens of thousands of words. Some fiction is in the hundreds of
thousands of words, and the one that comes to mind there is the Outlander Series by
Diana Gabaldon.

And just like a print book, it doesn’t necessarily have to be all one story. If you have a
collection of short stories, an ebook is a good way to get your work out there. If you
have a series, you can publish them individually, or offer them as a boxed set. I have
done this with my Pipestone Creek Romance Series. Each novella is on Amazon and
priced at $2.99 US (which currently works out to $3.93 CAD), but I have the entire set of
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6 available for $10.00 CAD in my Etsy Shop. As with any boxed set, it’s offered at
considerable savings.

Next, let’s talk pricing.

This is where things can get a little tricky, and something I struggle with till this day.

Nonfiction is generally priced higher than fiction in print books, so the same rule of
thumb should apply with an ebook. I have seen some that are $10 less in ebook form
than their print counterparts, and some that are half-price or less. I have also seen the
two formats priced the same.

Fiction prices are a little closer to being the same for both formats, but as expected, the
ebooks are generally a couple to a few dollars less, depending on author, genre, and
platform.

As mentioned, the pricing is something I struggle with. My frugal mentality says a book
that’s not printed and bound should be considerably less than a printed copy, but my
author mentality has a different opinion. And as independent authors, we need to take
ourselves seriously. Our time is worth something, so we should not be giving our books
away. With that said, there will be times when you may choose to run a promotion;
which can be good to boost sales.

Depending on genre, there’s the research, first draft, second draft, fifth draft…you get
the picture. Then the final manuscript, which gets uploaded to the platform of choice. It
all takes time, and for some, also money. And that’s just the writing part.

There’s also the marketing, editing, cover design, time spent on book descriptions, and
the actual uploading of manuscript and cover to the platform or platforms of choice. It all
takes time, so you should naturally expect some degree of return.

Third is the platform of choice.

When people think of ebooks, chances are their first thought is Kindle. I initially used
only KDP, or Kindle Direct Publishing, but over the years I have broadened my horizons.
No matter which platform you choose, make sure you follow the guidelines and the
rules.

Before I get into the platforms, there’s the matter of an eISBN. The platform you choose
will provide one, but you can also provide your own. Each country has its own process
of obtaining them, so your best bet is to do an online search by simply asking “How do I
get an ISBN for my book?” Some platforms do not require an ISBN for an ebook, but
you can include it if you so choose.
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With KDP you have a couple of options. You can publish exclusively with them and
receive a higher royalty, plus enroll in KDP Select, which entitles you to a portion of the
earnings based on number of pages read. This is good in the respect it gives you more
ways to earn, but bad in that it only caters to the readers who read via the Kindle app.

Another option is to publish to each platform individually. When publishing to more than
one, be sure you haven’t given any of them exclusive rights. If you do and are caught,
publishing privileges can and will be revoked from certain platforms.

Also keep in mind your prices should be the same across the board. Don’t have your
ebook listed at, for example, $5 on one site and $10 on another. Sooner or later the
pricing will be changed to the lowest one, no matter where you’re listed. So in the end,
it’s best to start out consistently to avoid the hassles that will inevitably come with
various prices.

Platforms such as Kindle, Kobo, Barnes & Noble, Lulu, etc have their own policies and
distribution territories. For maximum exposure it’s best to select all distribution channels
for each platform.

A third option is to go through a distributor that takes care of listing everywhere on your
behalf. One such distributor is Draft2Digital. They’ll list your book with Amazon, Kobo,
Barnes & Noble, and Apple, plus give you the option of library distribution as well. It’s
basically a one-stop-shop, so to speak.

Whichever route you take, be sure you understand how their royalty percentages work,
and how you will be paid for copies sold. When going through a distributor such as
Draft2Digital, you may not see any royalties for up to 90 days from the date your book
was sold. Plus, there may be a payment threshold as well, so you won’t get your
payment until the minimum threshold is reached.

Option 4 is to sell your books on your own site. The pricing should be consistent with
listings on other platforms, if you have also taken that route. I suggest selling on your
own site as an addition to the previously named platforms, simply for the fact they have
a much wider reach.

The benefit to selling on your own website is you won’t have to wait for 2 or 3 months to
get your payment. You can set up a payment processor such as PayPal or Stripe, and
the money will be deposited into your account within days, not weeks. If you’re selling
on your site you can provide your readers with a PDF or ePub file, depending on which
software you use to publish. I use Scrivener for the majority of my fiction so am able to
create an ePub file as well as a PDF.
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If you’re a writer or creator of workbooks you should sell on your own site. The PDF files
are provided as immediate downloads to your customer, and they can print or use an
app such as Goodnotes so they can write on the pages using an iPad or tablet. You can
command higher prices as well.

I have my Creating and Selling Nonfiction Course Workbook on my site for $19, and it
can be printed so the buyer can work through each module. I have sold a few copies
since I published it, and foresee more sales in the future. When writing and selling
workbooks you’re giving your customer the opportunity to learn from you, plus they can
print as many copies as they wish for their own use.

This is especially helpful for life coaches or business coaches, as the same pages can
be used for different ideas. And if you’re a planner designer you can utilize this strategy
as well.

Conclusion

As a writer and independent author you have the freedom to choose where you want to
publish your ebooks. You also have more control over pricing and can receive much
higher royalties than traditionally published authors.

Don’t let fear get in your way of putting your work out there. The real beauty of ebooks
is if you mess up it’s a lot easier to fix. All you need to do is upload the corrected file to
the platform and the changes will be made. I have made a few changes to mine over
the years, with most of the changes being typos. If you’re going to make a lot of
changes, I suggest creating it as another edition.
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Chapter Fifteen

How to Turn Your Green Thumb Into a Side Hustle

Thoughts of spring are creeping in as the daylight hours get longer. I know I’m ready for
spring but I feel as if Old Man Winter isn’t finished with us yet. I’m sure we’re in for at
least 6 more weeks of winter, no matter what the groundhog says.

In this post I’m going to talk about how you can take your love of gardening and turn it
into more than just green leaves.

Bedding Plants and Flower Baskets

Anyone that has shopped for bedding plants since Spring 2020 knows how hard it is to
get what you want. I know the greenhouses in my area were sold out of almost
everything within a couple weeks of being open. It’s as if every single person decided
that was the year to start gardening. It’s amazing what fear will do to people.

But, I’m not here to talk about the pandemic because I’m sure everyone is tired of
hearing about it, even though it’s a part of our everyday life now.

If you have the space and a window that gets direct sunlight most of the day, you can
start your own bedding plants. And if you plant seeds like I do, you’ll have more than
enough and can sell the extras. An ideal location would be a greenhouse, but if you live
in a climate like mine, the cost to heat one this time of year would eat up your profits
and then some.

It takes several weeks for seedlings to grow into sellable plants. Depending on your
temperate zone, you’ll want to get your seeds planted before the end of February. Some
can be planted later but keep in mind peak planting time. In my area nothing is generally
planted in the ground until after Victoria Day, which is the third Monday in May.

I have planted potatoes on May Long, and some seeds that don’t mind the ground being
a little cooler. But when it comes to putting out tender young plants, it’s best to wait
another week or two. I’d rather wait than have everything freeze and have to start over.

Now, back to the seeding.

You’ll need a lightweight soil, some cell packs, plant trays with clear lids, a spray bottle,
and your seeds. It’s also good practice to have labels and a permanent marker handy.
You don’t want to be playing any guessing games when it comes to telling potential
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customers what the plants are. And until they mature a little, it’s often difficult to tell
them apart. This is especially true when it comes to flower seedlings.

Also, make sure you record everything in a notebook. Don’t rely on memory alone,
because no matter how good your memory is, when it comes to a dozen or more
varieties of plants, it will fail you. And yes, that is experience talking.

Next determine what stages you want to sell your plants at. Will they be a couple inches
high, or will they be ready to flower? Or do you want them in all their beauty so they
attract more than the bees? These are all things to consider before you start planting
your seeds.

Another very important thing to keep in mind is once your seeds germinate and get their
first true leaves, it’ll be time to transplant them into bigger containers or cell packs. Do
you have enough room for them, and enough natural light?

If you don’t have the right light you can invest in some grow lights. They are relatively
inexpensive, and I bought a few on Amazon. They are currently providing light for a
couple of experimental plants I have, as well as some of the smaller houseplants.

You can improvise to a degree and invest in some grow light bulbs that can be put in a
lamp. I have used a floor lamp and directed the fixtures toward the plants I was growing.
It does help to have a light bar instead, as more space and light can be utilized.

As the seedlings grow your house may begin to look like a jungle. Ideally you’ll have a
shelving unit of some sort set up in front of a direct sun window, or with the grow light
bars.

If you have the right amount of light, your plants should be growing but not becoming
stretched out and leggy. And as the weeks go on, you should start to see buds
appearing. As the weather warms you can move your seedlings to a greenhouse or
under plastic in raised beds. If the nights are still below freezing be sure you have a
reliable heat source to protect your tender young plants from freezing.

In my area the greenhouses are open to the public generally on Mother's Day weekend.
If you’re going to have your plants ready at the same time, be sure to advertise your
location a week or two ahead of time. Or, you could sell them at any time by posting on
social media.

If you are only going to have a few trays to sell you may be tempted to price much lower
than the bigger centres but I advise against that. You’ll be cutting into your profits plus
bringing down the overall price, which hurts everyone in the industry in the end. Find out
ahead of time what greenhouses are charging and stay competitive.
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If you enjoy creating planters and baskets, you could add a little more to your bottom
line. Your additional investment will be containers and more soil, but your earning
potential is higher.

If selling the seedlings or baskets doesn’t appeal to you, another option is to have a
market garden. This is ideal if you have a large garden plot, as you can plant a lot of
vegetables. If you don’t have a lot of area for a traditional garden plot, you can still have
a market garden.

Raised beds are wonderful in that you can plant sooner, and attach trellises so your
otherwise sprawling vegetables can grow vertically. This is ideal for cucumbers,
pumpkins, watermelon, and other vining crops. One word of caution here though: make
sure your trellises are firmly attached to your beds or to poles sunk into the ground. As
your crops grow the produce gets heavy, and will cause bending or breaking if not
properly anchored.

Some types of produce that are popular are potatoes, carrots, beans, peas, lettuce,
radishes, tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, zucchini, spaghetti squash, butternut squash,
herbs, onions, and garlic. If you can grow these basics, plus some others to add a little
variety, such as tomatillos and cucamelon, you will do well.

No matter what you grow, remember it takes time and maintenance. Weed between the
rows, water regularly, and protect them from the hot sun and moths by using row
covers. And you don’t have to start with acres and acres. It’s okay to start small, and if
you like what you’re doing, expand a little more each year.

The nice thing about a summer side hustle is being able to potentially fund a winter
vacation. And for those of you who live in a climate like mine, a vacation to warmer
temperatures is welcome.

House Plants

Do you have house plants that are multiplying?

Not everyone wants or has the space for bedding plants, so offering houseplants can be
a nice little side hustle as well. Some can be started from seed, but you’ll get much
faster results by taking cuttings from your existing plants.

Some are easier to propagate than others, but with patience it can be done. Spider
plants are the easiest to propagate, plus they are air purifiers. And I think they’re the
coolest plant when they’re sending out the babies. I love my spider plants, but they do
not like where they are because neither one is giving me any babies.
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Succulents, Christmas Cactus, Snake Plant, and ivies are the easiest to propagate. I
have had good luck with fig trees and umbrella trees, and even African Violets. My only
issue with the latter is they do not do well in my presence. I can get a leaf cutting from
someone, start it easily enough…then it dies. I do not have the magic touch with them
that my maternal grandmother had. I swear they’re a species that has a hatred for me,
no matter how hard I try.

Potted houseplants do take up space, but depending on the species, you can get in
upwards of $6 for a 4” potted plant. I have a prayer plant that I paid $12 for at a local
shop last spring, and it came in a 4” pot if I recall correctly.

Another type of houseplant you can grow and sell is the air plant. I personally do not
have any, but my daughter has several varieties and multiple sizes. She has had a few
of them reproduce, which is pretty neat. She has sold several in clear bowls or
terrariums, complete with coloured sand, rocks, and shells. They’re fairly easy to care
for, and there’s no soil to mess around with.

Conclusion

Planting, growing, and harvesting is a great way to make some extra money during the
summer months. The best part is being able to enjoy the fresh produce, because when
you grow it yourself you can’t get it any fresher. Supplying it to others in your community
ensures they also get quality fruits and vegetables, plus they can be rest assured no
chemicals were used to keep them from perishing.

If you would like to learn more about gardening, visit my just-for-fun site
(allingardening.ca) where I have articles about growing your own sprouts, making
self-watering planters, and other gardening tips. It’s a work in progress as I didn’t touch
it for over a year due to life, but it is being added to once again.
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Chapter Sixteen

How to Turn Your Woodworking Skills Into a Hot Tub

Do you enjoy sitting on garden furniture you have built? Do others marvel at your
arbours, trellises, and other garden structures you’ve made?

If you’re handy with a saw, hammer, nails, and other tools, you could turn your skills into
enough cash to add a hot tub or pool to your own space.

With so much time being spent at home and in our own backyards, it’s nice to have
some comfortable seating, protection from the sun, and a place to grow fruits,
vegetables, and flowers.

I’m going to start with garden furniture, then move on to structures and decor.

Garden Furniture

The first step to being able to enjoy a backyard space or deck is having comfortable
furniture. There are many types available in department stores, but it never seems to
last as long as quality homemade furniture.

Wooden furniture is, after all, made from trees that have withstood wind, rain, snow, and
frigid temperatures. Or in the case of cedar, it has withstood humidity and has natural
insect-repelling properties which will keep the bugs from claiming your furniture as their
new home.

Other woods can be used as well, but will need protection from the elements. You can
apply paint, stain, or even linseed oil to protect them, depending on intended use.

If you have the tools and access to scrap iron and steel, you can make furniture from
them as well. There’s nothing saying your furniture has to be made from wood alone.

One thing to keep in mind if you enjoy building and creating outdoor furniture (or
furniture of any sort for that matter), is you should have a space designated to it.
Perhaps a bay in your garage, or a separate workshop. A room in your basement is
good too, just don’t build anything bigger than you can safely take out via the stairway. If
you have a walkout basement you’ll have a few more options.
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Plus, it will be dusty, dirty work. And if you’re making anything that requires using spray
paint, proper ventilation is a must. Having a space away from your main living area will
help keep the dust and dirt out of your supper and sofa.

Some types of furniture you can make are:

● Adirondack Chairs
● Bench Swing
● Picnic tables - hexagonal, round, square, or rectangular
● Snack Bar with stools
● Porch swing
● Chaise Lounge
● Hammock stand

They can be made in both adult and child-size, which will thrill the littles if they have
their very own outdoor furniture.

Garden Structures and Decor

Garden structures and decor lend themselves to be made from a variety of materials;
not just wood. Scrap iron, copper, aluminum, PVC pipe, wire, and even wire cattle
panels can be constructed into practical and decorative garden decor. I added a 16 foot
by 4 foot cattle panel to the south side of my deck, and it will act as the trellis for my
Virginia Creeper, plus other annual vining plants.

I have plans to add an arbour for climbing roses, and a few bench planters so I can
enjoy different parts of my garden at different times of day. I’m not a professional
woodworker by any means, but I think I learned a thing or two when I built my deck.

Recycled materials are also great additions to gardens, such as wood pallets, old bed
frames, crib springs, bathtubs, barbeques, tin cans, tires, metal tubing, picture frames,
tea cups, and more. Chances are, if it can be recycled, you’ll find a use for it in your
garden furniture and decor side hustle.

And if you’re doing some hard pruning of trees and shrubs, you can turn the logs and
branches into planters, baskets, or stools for around a fire pit. I’m excited about the
snow melting because I had some large trees taken down in November, and I’d love to
see what I can make from the trunks. I foresee a bench for sure, but it may have to stay
where I make it. I just don’t have the equipment to move anything too heavy.

The list of structures and decor is quite a bit longer than the furniture, and I know my list
is only a portion of what is out there. You can choose from my list below, or create your
very own. At the end of the day, it is really based on personal preference. When you’re
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creating a custom project for someone else, give them parameters within your scope of
abilities and preferred materials.

Granted some projects are much bigger than others, and this is just an overview of the
possibilities.

Now for the list, in no particular order:

● Decks
● Arbours
● Gazebos
● Planter boxes
● Raised garden beds
● Pergolas
● Trellises
● Fences
● Potting benches
● Garden sheds
● Greenhouses
● Playhouses
● Birdhouses
● Bird feeders
● Butterfly feeders
● Bat boxes
● Windchimes
● Bird baths
● Bench planters
● Sandboxes
● Garden Tool Caddies
● Windmills
● Stepping stones
● Lanterns
● Candle holders
● Fire pits
● Fountains
● Fruit and vegetable markers
● Games
● …and so much more.

Now, just to give you a few ideas of what you can make with different materials let’s
start with trellises. As I perused Pinterest I saw so many ideas I wanted to go outside
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and start creating. My issue, however, is there is still a lot of snow in my way. Plus it’s
only about 5 degrees celsius today, so it's a little too cool to be building anything
outside. Well, in my opinion anyway.

Trellises can be made from wood, metal, old steel wagon wheels, wooden wagon
wheels, cattle panels (as mentioned earlier), old wooden screen doors, branches and
twine, bicycle rims, round bale feeders, old chandeliers (lights and glass removed of
course), lattice, and more. Add chicken wire to an old screen door frame and you have
the perfect trellis for vines, roses, and vining vegetables. Use your imagination and
you’ll have friends and neighbours wanting to buy them from you.

Bird feeders are a great small item to make, and teacups and saucers are the perfect
medium. And who doesn’t have a box or three of them handed down from generation to
generation. If you don’t have your own teacup collection to use, check out thrift stores
and garage sales. A little bit of glue, wire, and a bag of birdseed and you’ll have
customers from near and far.

Raised garden beds are another way to turn your love of woodworking into a side
hustle. With the increased interest in gardening over the past two years, raised beds
have become very popular. They are ideal for anyone with a small backyard, or a
balcony. Some are designed to sit on the ground and be filled with soil, while others are
basically a box on legs, which is perfect for those with only a small patio or balcony.
Upcycled materials such as washtubs, buckets, and even rocks can also be used to
build a raised garden bed. Keep in mind the labour involved in building with rocks, and
be sure to charge accordingly.

Wind chimes can be made from branches, beads, wire, shells, metal, copper pipe, and
even wood pieces. Light nylon rope or fish line can be used to tie the pieces together.
Glass beads can be hot glued to a fish line and attached to either a branch or set inside
a larger picture frame. You could easily make a few of these in a weekend and sell them
on Etsy or advertise in local Facebook groups.

Garden markers can be crafted from oversized popsicle sticks (available in the craft
aisle of your local Dollar Store) and either painted or coloured with permanent markers.
To keep the paint and ink from washing off, use a clear coat to protect them. Painted
rocks make perfect markers because the wind won’t blow them away, and your canine
friends won’t steal them and chew them to bits.

Conclusion

The lists and ideas above just go to show you what can be done with a few materials
and an imagination. If you’re anything like me, the ideas will just keep coming and you’ll
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be chomping at the bit wanting to get started. Creating decor for a garden space can be
fun and lucrative. The possibilities are endless, and I’m sure I’ve only touched on a
small number in this post.
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Chapter Seventeen

12 Services You Can Provide as a Side Hustle

When we think of side hustles, we often think about creating products, both physical
and digital.

If you’re subsidizing a pension or other income, you may want to have daily interaction
with others. If that’s the case, providing a service may be more suitable for you.

Not all services require you to be out and about, however. Some allow for face-to-face
interaction with others, while some can be done remotely. You choose whatever you’re
most comfortable with.

Services

As mentioned, not all services have to be done in person. The following list contains
some that involve little interaction with clients, while others are more face-to-face.

1. We’ll start with bookkeeping, which I have done in the past. One of my clients
dropped off an envelope full of receipts and papers each month, and I entered
everything into an accounting program. She was then able to hand the USB in to
her accountant at year-end. One of my other clients preferred me to work in his
office, which I did a couple days a week. In his case it made more sense as he
had a lot more paperwork for me to go through.

2. Another service you can provide, and make a decent amount of money at, is
cleaning people’s houses. Now this only works if you like to clean. An aunt of
mine used to clean for others on a weekly basis. She would clean their houses
during the day while they were at work, which made it easier for both parties.
When I worked for Family and Community Support Services, my clients were at
home when I cleaned. There are pros and cons to the latter, however. One pro is
the client is happy to have the company. A con is it took more time because they
wanted to visit. Keep in mind the latter was also cleaning for senior citizens, so
my being there made it possible for them to stay in their own homes for longer.

3. Lawn and Garden Maintenance is another service you can provide if you enjoy
working outside. Some people either don’t have the time or their own equipment
to do their own. And let’s face it, some people would just rather pay someone
else to cut their grass, trim the hedges, and even pull the weeds. I don’t mind
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mowing and trimming, but pulling weeds is not my favourite. My experience in
yard care has been mostly my own, plus for elderly family members from about
the time I was around 14.

4. Snow removal can be done during the winter for the same clients, so you have
the opportunity to earn income year-round. Businesses also need snow removal
done, so that could be another option if you prefer.

5. If you love animals, pet-sitting and dog-walking are two services you can
provide. When people go away they aren’t always able to take their pets, and
many would prefer to leave them in a familiar environment. By providing a
pet-sitting service your clients will be more relaxed while they’re away.  Plus, you
can enjoy the experience of taking care of turtles, snakes, birds, and other
not-so-common pets as well as cats and dogs. Dog-walking is nice because it
gives the dog exercise and breaks up their day, which results in less destructive
behaviour than one left to their own devices day after day. A bored dog is often a
destructive dog. Not only will you be providing the dog exercise, you’ll be saving
your clients’ furniture.

6. A grocery delivery service is another option, especially in a small community.
Smaller grocery stores may not have the extra staff to deliver groceries during
business hours, and are generally more than happy to pay someone per delivery.
It’s an added-value service they can provide to their customers, which in turn
encourages local shopping.

7. Providing healthy home-cooked meals for seniors in your area is an option if you
love to cook. Just think of the meals-on-wheels larger communities provide. In
my experience it’s a service that used to be provided by the local hospital, but
with cutbacks in services, it may not be available in a small community. My
great-uncle used to deliver meals to the seniors in his community a number of
years ago, which gave him some extra income plus provided healthy meals for
them.

8. You could play an integral part in someone else landing their dream job by
providing a resume writing service. Presentation and simplicity are key
components of a resume. Prospective employers will often not look at a resume
that isn’t broken up by white space. As with most things today you want to make
it skimmable, yet highlight your client’s attributes so they have an increased
chance at being hired.

9. Copywriting is another service you can provide to businesses near and far.
Once you know how to convey a sales message, the rest is easy. There are
courses available to teach you how, and I have taken a couple; but the best book
I have come across is called The Copywriter’s Handbook - 4th Edition by Robert
W. Bly. And copywriting isn’t necessarily about being salesy. All you essentially
need to do is address a pain point and how your client’s product or service will fix
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it. The bonus is you can work for more than one client at a time, and you don’t
have to be tied to your home office to do it. Have laptop…will travel.

10. If you love a variety of music, then offering a DJ Service could be right up your
alley. With the world opening up again to gatherings, people are anxious to be
able to celebrate life events together. You can decide if you want to book one
event a weekend, or one event a month. And if you don’t mind travelling, you
could book events further away. The nice thing about the digital age is there’s no
longer a need to pack hundreds of CDs, but you can if you like.

11. Party Planning is another option if you have a flair for themed events. Whether it
be weddings, bridal showers, baby showers, bachelor parties, birthday parties, or
whatever else people celebrate; it’s sometimes nice to have the stress of the
planning taken care of. If you’ve enjoyed planning your own parties over the
years, perhaps it’s time to do it for others for a little extra income. And just like a
DJ Service, you decide how many events you want to plan in a month. Keep in
mind not all events are limited to weekends, so you could easily do a retirement
party during the week and perhaps a birthday or engagement party on the
weekend.

12.Clutter control is something we all struggle with at some point or another, and the
older we get the more of it we seem to have. Home organization is so popular
nowadays there are entire TV Shows about it. If you have found a way to combat
the clutter and let go of material things, there is someone out there who could
benefit from your expertise. It’s not so much that you’ll be physically helping them
throw things out (although you can if you wish), but rather help them differentiate
between keeping things for emotional reasons or practical reasons.

Conclusion

As I went through my list, I thought of at least another dozen services any side hustler
can provide, from small engine repair to handyman services. It really doesn’t matter
what service you can provide, because chances are there’s a need for it in your
community. And because it’s your side hustle, you determine to what extent you do it.
As with anything else be sure it’s something you enjoy doing, otherwise it just becomes
another job.
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Wrapping It All Up

As you can see, the variety of side hustles is as broad as the personalities of the people
doing them.

You don’t have to be a certain type of person to have a side hustle, just the willingness
to put in the time and work. And I don’t know about you, but I have yet to find that
“perfect” one that pays me for doing nothing. No matter what the ads tell you, any
legitimate business, online or off, takes work.

Sure, the ebooks and printables can net you income for years, even while you sleep,
but remember the sleep you will probably lose getting them out there. I know I have
spent countless nights burning the midnight oil, just so I could get a project done and
listed.

I know I have barely covered the tip of the iceberg with what I have included in this
ebook, and there are so many more ways to earn an income. As time passes I’ll be
presented with new opportunities and/or have conversations with others who do
something entirely different than what I have mentioned. And that’s okay because I’m
always learning.

Putting together an ebook like this takes time, even though the content was mostly copy
and pasted from my blog. The initial posts took hours each, considering the research,
writing, editing, and finding/taking photos for each post.

That holds true for any product or service you plan on selling. They all take work; some
more than others. Don’t sell yourself short in your pricing, remember why you chose
what you did, and don’t be afraid to try something else if it isn’t working for you.

I’m still learning as I go, and am enjoying the ride. If you’ve read my blog you’ll know
about my life being turned upside down; if not, I invite you to do so. I have not let it stop
me from moving forward though. In fact, having my writing and websites has given me
something to focus on.

Pick one from the pages I have given you, or do something different. Either way, you will
never know if it’s going to work out until you try.

Here’s to your bank account going from red to black! :)
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Diane grew up in rural Alberta, and now resides less than an
hour away from her childhood home. Her love of the
outdoors and solitude have given her the foundation for
writing both nonfiction and fiction.

She is a mom to two wonderful adults, and as of writing, is a
grandma to a beautiful baby girl.

She has taken a lifetime to gain the experiences she shares
with her readers, and has no intention of quitting the learning
process. She believes one is never too old to learn; and
besides, age is only a number.

You can find out more about her and her work on her website, takeonlifeafter50.com. As
life moves forward you can be assured she is either in her office, enjoying some outdoor
activity, or spending time with family and friends.

To stay in the know and be updated on new side hustles or life after 50, follow her blog.
If you want a 10+ page report of side hustle ideas, get your copy here.
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